1996 acura legend

It was sold in the U. It was the first flagship sedan sold under the Acura nameplate, until being
renamed in as the Acura 3. The 3. The opportunity for Japanese manufacturers to export more
expensive models had arisen with the s voluntary export restraints , negotiated by the Japanese
government and U. Honda introduced the model in Japan on October 22, , to be their premier
luxury model, and in North America for the model year, as the top of the line model for its
then-new Acura lineup. Sedans received the new engine for The Legend was the first production
Honda vehicle to offer a V6 engine. The Rover Company had a long established reputation as a
luxury car in the United Kingdom and Europe, demonstrated with the Rover P6 , and Honda
wanted to introduce a luxury car for both domestic Japanese and the United States markets.
The joint development produced the Legend and the corresponding British version was the
Rover series , which was badged under the Sterling brand in the United States and competed
with the Legend. Rover also wanted to return to the American market when they had reportedly
sold only 1, cars in , and a brief return in , selling Rover SD1s by offering the Sterling. Sedan
models had a drag coefficient of 0. When the Legend was introduced, Honda's newly
established luxury car division just for the Legend was called Acura, using the advertising
slogan "Precision Crafted Performance", and the Legend was offered with one factory installed
option, the choice of transmission used, and one trim level. In the sales brochure, the Legend's
full name used was "Legend Touring Sedan". The vehicle was virtually identical in luxury
content to the Japanese market V6Zi, but was identical in size and the longer overall length of
the top level V6Xi to comply with United States crash standards, using the larger 2. The
Technics supplied 80W four speaker cassette tape stereo offered four user programmable
equalizer settings, and was equipped with a dual diversity antenna, meaning it had a
conventional extendable power antenna and an embedded antenna in the rear window. One of
the novelty items was a simple volume control rocker switch and a pre-set radio station channel
selector installed on the instrument binnacle within reach of the right hand; the opposite side of
the instrument binnacle had a button to open, tilt or close the standard equipped glass
moonroof with sun shade. Blue interior was shared with Japan and North America, but brown
was not offered in North America, and "sand gray" was offered instead. Exterior colors were
matched to only one interior color choice and leather was not offered. Due to the success
Honda had with the Legend, it served as an inspiration for the Subaru Legacy with which it
shares many visual resemblances and dimensions both inside and out. In late for the model
year, the sedan received some minor tweaks, upgrading to the one-piece front headlamps
already in use in Japan since the introduction, a revised front bumper, trunk lid, tail light
cluster, and an upgraded double-wishbone rear suspension, with a new alloy wheel appearance.
By that time all Legends came equipped with a Honda-designed 4-wheel anti-lock brake system.
Other features such as power driver's seat memory for 3 positions were added. High-end LS
models featured a driver's-side airbag, trip computer, electronic vehicle monitoring system in
the center console and a Bose sound system. It was also joined by the Acura Vigor which set
the stage for the larger second generation Legend introduced October For the model year, all
Legends came with body-colored side mirrors. LS model coupes also received a trunk-mounted
lip spoiler. All LS models featured burlwood interior trim. Production of the first generation
models ended in as a second generation version became available for the model year. Both cars
share the 2. The core structure and chassis design is also common to both cars, however the
Rover version has its own exterior panelwork, interior and electrical systems. The Rover was
also offered with a 2. In Japan only, Honda installed a turbocharger with variable geometry in
the Legend with the smaller 2. The second generation Legend was a larger, more
streamlined-looking car drag coefficients were actually higher at 0. The design was referred to
as a "fuselage" shape, and had rear-wheel drive proportions which were possible thanks to the
use of a longitudinally mounted engine; unusual for front-wheel-drive automobiles. The rear end
appearance of the sedan was adopted from the first generation Legend coupe and Honda also
wanted to visually align the appearance of both the Legend coupe and sedan to the Acura NSX.
The segment the Legend originally filled was now being served by the Acura Vigor which
allowed the Legend to position itself more towards the rear drive Lexus LS and the Infiniti Q45
sedans. For and the Legend sedan was available in 'base', 'L', and 'LS' trims; the coupe
remained available in L and LS through its entire run. The higher-end LS cars added automatic
climate control, a power four-way passenger seat, burled walnut interior trim, and body colored
side moldings. To reach the higher output, the Type II engine has bigger intake valves, a higher
lift camshaft, and an exhaust with freer flow. This was the only six-speed sedan offered. Added
for was the limited-production 'SE' sedan, which was essentially a Legend 'L' with a two-tone
paint scheme, pre 15" 7-spoke 'LS' coupe wheels, "Special Edition" floor mats, and an
automatic transmission. The Japan Domestic Market version of the Legend second generation
was the second vehicle offered with a navigation system electro Gyrocator. The tooling and

intellectual property rights of the second generation Legend were licensed to Daewoo Motors of
South Korea , where a clone of the Legend sedan, called the Daewoo Arcadia , was produced
from to During this period, Honda also held a small stake in Daewoo Motors. The Legend was a
very successful vehicle to launch Acura as a separate division, and combined with sales of the
Integra this resulted in Acura outselling longtime luxury marques BMW and Mercedes-Benz as
well as Toyota's new luxury division Lexus. Nonetheless Honda executives felt that the Legend
nameplate was overshadowing the Acura marque in the United States, plus other luxury
marques like Mercedes-Benz and BMW used alphanumeric designations, hence the
third-generation Legend sedan would be badged as the RL for North America. It can be said that
the renaming of the Legend to the RL, as well as Honda's refusal to adopt a front-engine
rear-wheel drive layout which typify the more expensive luxury cars, had hurt sales of the RL
and other Acura passenger cars. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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Read more. Read less. Sign Up. In the late s, three Japanese automakers created new luxury
marques for sale primarily in North America, an effort to maximize per-car profit in the face of
voluntary limits on Japanese exports of cars to the United States. Honda was the first, its
new-for Acura subsidiary beating Toyota's Lexus division and Nissan's Infiniti brand to
American shores by three years. The flagship Legend was the first of two Acuras to be
introduced, the other being the compact Integra hatchback. Like the Integra, the Legend was
sold as a Honda in other markets. The Legend sedan was a big car by Honda standards, nearly
a foot longer than the contemporary Accord, though only an inch and a half wider. Under the
hood was something American buyers had never seen from Honda: A V-6 engine. Its
displacement 2. While most of the industry was using MacPherson struts and beam axles for
their front-wheel-drive cars, the Legend had a four-wheel independent suspension with double
wishbones up front and somewhat ironically struts out back. Other luxury cars were
automatic-only, but the Legend offered a manual-transmission option for its entire model run.
Initial reviews were good, with the Legend drawing praise for its sharp handling, fuel- and
space-efficiency, and its well-designed interior, which was classy but not overly-adorned. Of
course, at the time there weren't many cars to which the Legend could be compared. Acura
added a two-door Legend coupe for the year, and our colleagues at MotorTrend liked it well
enough to name it their Import Car of the Year in The coupe had a double-wishbone rear
suspension and its V-6 was bored out to 2. The Legend sedan got the bigger engine in and the
double-wishbone rear suspension in Acura introduced an all-new second-generation Legend for
the model year. This was a bigger car, with six more inches of wheelbase and length, and its
styling was far slicker. The engine was enlarged to 3. In an effort to address complaints about a
lack of low-end torque, Honda fitted a novel variable induction system that changed the routing
of air through the intake manifold in three distinct RPM-linked phases. Unlike the
first-generation Legend, the new car's engine was mounted longitudinally, raising questions
about whether Acura intended to fit a V-8 or all-wheel-drive. The company demurred at the time,
and we now know neither would come to pass. Of course, by now the Legend did have

competition. Writers praised its lower price compared to other big Japanese luxury cars, as well
as the continuing availability of a manual transmission. However, many lamented the lack of
opulence compared to the Lexus LS and Infiniti Q45, as well as Honda's steadfast refusal to fit a
V-8 engine or send power to the rear wheels. In , the Legend coupe got another power bump to
hp and lb-ft, with a six-speed manual as the standard-fit transmission. This powertrain came to
the sedan in the form of the Legend GS. The models also saw some minor styling changes. The
end came in , the last year for the Legend; it was replaced by the new-for 3. The Legend coupe
was the first Acura to be fitted with a driver's airbag. It was optional for the model year and
became standard on both the coupe and sedan for Though Acura enlarged the Legend for , they
saw sales potential for a vehicle that fit in the first-generation Legend's footprint. The result was
the new-for Vigor , which was similar in size and, arguably, style to the original Legend. It was
powered by an unusual a longitudinally-mounted five-cylinder engine. Lexus enlarged the
second-generation ES to the same general dimensions, and Infiniti followed in with the
similarly-sized J Acura Legend sales for the first three years of production were higher than
sales of the Infiniti Q45 over its entire year run. One of the styling changes was that the
"Legend" name was now spelled out in large letters across the trunk lid. This led at least one
British publication to refer to the car as the "Leg End". The Acura Legend has not garnered
much collector interest, but as one of the few large Japanese luxury cars offered with a manual
transmission, and given its light, Honda-like demeanor on the road, perhaps they aren't getting
the recognition they deserve. Unlike its competitors, Infiniti never went in for unusual high-tech
features like hydraulic suspensions or four-wheel-steering, so Legends are fairly
straightforward cars. It's safe to buy a high-mileage example, but bear in mind that Acuras were
frequently bought by aging Honda buyers, and there are still some gently-used low-mileage
examples to be found. The Legend wasn't the only Acura to stick with three pedals. The
Legend's slightly-smaller sibling was a real oddball from a conservative automaker. The Acura
Legend ceased sale and production as of the model year. It was replaced by the 3. Acura
registered the Legend name in , spurring speculation that it intended to bring the name back on
a replacement for the slow-selling RLX, though Acura may have merely been protecting the
name against use by a rival. Automakers tend to favor alphanumeric names when they want to
increase brand profile buyers will refer to their Acura RLX as "my Acura" but their Honda
Accord as "my Accord". Given Acura's current market position, it's likely it will continue to use
alphanumeric names rather than re-use the Legend nameâ€”for now, at least. The Acura Legend
was replaced by the Acura 3. The Acura Legend relied on more conservative engineering than
its Lexus and Infiniti rivals, which kept the costs down, though many critics accused the Legend
of not being as luxurious, prestigious, or innovative as the Lexus LS and Infiniti Q However, the
Legend was a more driver-oriented car than the softly-sprung Lexus and delivered a good drive
without the complexity of the Infiniti. The Legend earned a reputation for meticulous build
quality and outstanding reliability, so yes, we would say that the Acura Legend was a very good
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